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Bob Clemen wins Publication Abroad  

Bob Clemen won the 1993 Decision Analysis Publication Award for his lucid textbook, 
Making Hard Decisions. Jim Dyer at UT Austin chaired the panel of judges. Many thanks 
to Jim and the panel, and special congratulations to Bob for an outstanding teaching 
vehicle -- and for succeeding himself: Bob shared the 1992 Publication award with Bob 
Winkler for their paper, "Unanimity and Compromise Among Probability Forecaster".  

 

Covaliu Wins Student Competition  

The 1993 Decision Analysius Student Paper Prize was awarded to Zvi Covaliu for his 
work on the representation and solution of decision problems using sequential decision 
diagrams, a new and flexible class of problem representations. This abstract of his paper, 
with Robert Oliver, is published below. Jim Smith at Duke chaired the panel of judges. 
Congratulations to Zvi, and many thanks to Jim and the panel.  

Representation and Solution of Decision Problems  
Using Sequential Decision Diagrams  

In this paper we introduce a new graph, the sequential decision diagram, to aid in 
modeling, formulation, and solution of sequential decision problems under uncertainty. 
While as compact as an influence diagram, the sequential diagram captures the 
asymmetric and sequential aspects of decision problems as effectively as decision trees. 
We show that a unified framework, consisting of a sequential diagram, an influence 
diagram, and a common formulation table for the problem's data, suffices for compact 
and consistent representation, economical formulation, and efficient solution of 
(asymmetric) decision problems. In addition to asymmetry, the framework exploits other 
sources of computational efficiency, such as conditional independence and value function 
decomposition, making it also useful in evaluating dynamic-programming problems. The 
formulation table and recursive algorithm can be readily implemented in computers for 



solving large-scale problems. Examples are provided to illustrate the methodology in 
both asymmetric and symmetric cases.  
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